Classification scheme Legal Theory

A Reference material
A10 Reference works/bibliographies (related to the collection)
A20 Loose-leaf works
A30 Particular serial works
A40 Other particular material

B Theory of Law/ Philosophy of Law
B10 Theory of law (introductions/handbooks)
B20 General philosophy (auxiliary science)
B30 Epistemology (auxiliary science)
B40 Philosophy of law; general (overviews/movements etc.)
B50 Theory of the state/political philosophy
B60 Philosophy of law (other subjects)

C Methodology of Law
C10 General
C20 Theory of legislation
C30 Logic/theory of argumentation/legal argumentation/judicial constructions
C40 Legal informatics
C50 Methods of jurisprudential research (for research relating to legal history: see JB-RGS; for social research, see under sociology of law)
C60 Legal education (didactics/legal skills)

D Sociology of Law/Psychology
D10 General (introductions/surveys etc.)
D20 Social sciences; general (auxiliary science)
D30 Social research methods
D40 Sociology of western and non-western societies
D50 Studies into the sociology of law (functions of law/social norms)
D60 Jurisdiction/legal aid/legal occupations
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